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CHAPTER III
As I Recall It
E. S. GODFREY, JR., M.D.
The following year (1952), after Emerson had presented his account, Dr. God-
frey's story of the beginnings of the AES were set forth before the Society. It was
quite different, almost, in fact-a rebuttal. Even in the early 1920s, as an active
health official, Godfrey had begun a crusade to convince public health workers
around the country of the value of accurate, quantitative reporting of diseases,
and of the importance of biostatistics. He felt that what was needed was "something
akin to ecology and bionomics as a methodology, if not a science." It was his view
that such a discipline should be regarded as one of the medical sciences. In his
early efforts to forward these ideas he looked to the American Public Health Asso-
ciation. Of one thing he was sure, that the Biggs Club cannot be considered, "as
the ovum from which this Society was hatched." Rather, it was Godfrey's belief
that the AES came into being because the proper season had arrived. "The soil,
I think, was there and only needed planting." And yet after some 5 or 6 years
of effort on Godfrey's part, it was only when he had at last managed to get Dr.
Emerson's ear that his idea of forming a "select society" of the looked for academic
stature and devoted to discussion of epidemiology, was realized.
Godfrey's account is included herewith:
The Background and Beginning of the
American Epidemiological Society'
E. S. Godfrey, Jr., M.D.
The great epidemics incident to, or concurrent with, World War I aroused and
intensified the interest in epidemiology of many workers in the fields of public
health and medicine. The disruptive effects of outbreaks of mumps, measles, menin-
gitis, primary and secondary pneumonia, among recruits in our Army and Navy
training camps were but curtain raisers for the devastating pandemic of influenza
of 1918-19.
The latter as observed in the United States was different in its behavior from
preceding epidemic and pandemic occurrences. It was remarkable for the promptness
and severity of the secondary pneumonia and the predilection of complications
for those in the prime of life; the high fatality rate among these made it remarkable.
It was also remarkable for its great variability in severity both as it occurred
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in the individual and in the community, here appearing as mere transient disability,
there striking with fulminating ferocity.
Great controversy arose as to its identity. Doctors who saw it one place considered
it merely a recurrence of the "flu" in epidemic proportions; others who had been
through the pandemic of '89-90 and the epidemic of '98 were sure it was something
different. In the absence of any definitive laboratory findings, the answer remains,
like the English Sweating Sickness, a mystery. It would seem that there may have
been two concurrent outbreaks such as the smallpox outbreaks of Detroit and
Minnesota in the early 1920s.
One of the effects of this "flu" epidemic was to arouse an interest in historical
epidemics of influenza in search of evidence of identity or at least similarities
in clinical or epidemic behavior, or both, and a most earnest effort to establish
a periodicity to their occurrence. Creighton and Hirsch were scoured and inevitably
one was led to the Transactions of the Epidemiological Society of London. One
could hardly turn the pages of these most interesting volumes and confine his
interest to one disease alone. One could hardly read the discussions in the Transac-
tions without wishing that somewhere in this country there was a society dedicated
to the pursuit of knowledge in this most catholic field of medicine.
Some interesting speculations were projected by those who were endeavoring
to discover the key to the periodicity of influenza and thus forecast the time
of the next epidemic or pandemic as the case might be. Among them, I recall
Hamer's revival with suitable modifications for our more advanced knowledge of
Sydenham's Theory of Epidemic Constitutions and Stallybrass' Quantum Theory
of Infection. But aside from these esoteric theses some observations made during
the war were being drawn upon which seemed to point to immediately useful
modifications in civil public health practice, particularly in communicable disease
control. Victor C. Vaughan, as editor of a new journal, The Journal of Laboratory
and Clinical Medicine, presented editorials month after month that were informative
and thought-provoking. He must even then have been assembling the material for
his Epidemiology and Public Health, which appeared in 1928.
As I said before, one could hardly read the Transactions of the London Epidemi-
ological Society without wishing for a similar institution in America. At least I
know one person who couldn't. My first opportunity to broach the subject to
a presumably sympathetic ear came about quite by chance. I think it was in the
summer of 1920. Doctor Emerson probably will not remember the occasion. I
happened to be in Washington and had a little time to spare. I had heard that
a West Point classmate who, like me, had been "found deficient" in mathematics
and studied medicine, was with the Veterans Administration. I called him up and
was invited to come over and have a talk. After we had rehashed our trials and
tribulations as plebes and brought ourselves up to date on where we were and
how we got there, he asked if I wouldn't like to meet his chief, Dr. Haven Emerson.
I said I would, very much.
We were cordially received and were shortly engaged in an interesting chat
during which I suggested either an epidemiological society or as I think more
probable, an epidemiology section of the American Public Health Association. No
fire was started. Either the tinder was damp or the flame was feeble. It is highly
probable that Doctor Emerson saw the practical difficulties which I did not come
to appreciate until some 6 or 7 years later.
The next effort, so far as I am aware, came at the American Public Health
Association meeting in New York City in 1921 when I approached George T.
Palmer on the subject. I cannot remember what impulse led me to him unless
he had been writing of some of the war camp epidemics (1). You may recall
that his name appears, along with Henry Vaughan's as a collaborator in Victor
Vaughan's book previously referred to. I am sure that I was quite unaware of
this association or that the book was contemplated at that time. George, while
not enthusiastic, did suggest that perhaps a session of the Vital Statistics Section
devoted to epidemiology might be arranged for the following year. I believe he
was that Section's secretary at the time. I think I undertook to get the speakers
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and had no difficulty at all in persuading Frost, Haven Emerson and Chesley
to prepare papers and George made good by giving them a place at an afternoon
session of the Cleveland meeting (2). The attendance was good but hardly noteworthy.
The discussion was rather pointless. The one clear recollection I have of it is
that it added a new word to my vocabulary, one which I have already used in
this paper. Dr. Louis Harris, soon to become Health Commissioner of New York
City, but who was then and had been for several years the Director of Communicable
Disease Control, accused us epidemiologists of being "esoteric."
After I had found out what the word meant and considered calmly and dispassion-
ately the evident lack of enthusiastic reception, I had to admit that Frost's and
Emerson's papers were perhaps beyond the grasp of the hoi polloi. At any rate,
epidemiology was not just statistics any more than it was just laboratory or just
administration, although it partook in some part, large or small, of each of these.
Although I am sure, and events proved that there was a latent consciousness of
epidemiology as an entity, as something akin to ecology or bionomics, as a method-
ology if not a science, as a something apprehended but eluding satisfactory definition,
this consciousness lacked expression.
The discouraging results of the Cleveland meeting made it seem unlikely that
any better ones would be obtained by a single session in the laboratory or administra-
tion sections. At any rate no one felt like peddling a prospective program to
the program committee year after year hoping to find a taker. So the matter
was allowed to slumber until some occasion afforded an opportunity to organize
a section. The opportunity came at the Buffalo meeting of the American Public
Health Association in 1926.
The health officers of a number of the larger cities both in the United States
and Canada were becoming restive as members of the American Public Health
Association and the section on Administration. This section included besides health
officers of all sorts of jurisdictions, many subordinates below the deputy level
and members of the staffs of the Public Health Service, universities, insurance
companies and other nonofficial agencies. These nonofficial members, the Public
Health Service officers and to some extent, the state health officers, and their
subordinate personnel, seemed to be more apt in expression, contribute more in
the way of papers and discussion, have greater representation on committees and
on the Governing Council. This matter of representation was much the issue and
argued with about as much sense as is to be found in some of the "issues" causing
riots today. A few leaders of moderate ability found enough support among the
small fry to be able to threaten to withdraw from the Association. They did actually
proceed to form an independent organization, the International Health Officers'
Association, which after an undistinguished existence of some 15 years, died of
inanition.
The threat of withdrawal was a cause of real concern to the officers and Governing
Council of the American Public Health Association-so much so that the latter
voted to discontinue the Section on Administration and create a Health Officers'
Section. It also accepted a provision in the by-laws of the new section that only
Health Officers and their immediate deputies should be eligible for affiliation with
it. They thereby extruded a considerable number of members and Fellows of the
Association became unattached, and I think more than a corresponding fraction
of the brains of its former makeup.
This was the opportunity. Dr. Don Griswold who was at the time, I think,
Director of the Communicable Disease Division of the Iowa State Health Department
recognized it. He called me up and we talked the matter over in the lobby of
the Statler Hotel. We agreed to approach Haven Emerson on the subject and
get him to help press for the establishment of an Epidemiological Section before
the Governing Council of which both he and Griswold were members. The most
they were able to obtain at that time was the promise of a special session on
epidemiology "under the auspieces of a special Committee,"2 at the next annual
2 Members: W. S. Rankin, Haven Emerson, Don M. Griswold, Amer. J. Pub. Health
17, 942 (1927).
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meeting. This was unfortunate since it forestalled active recruiting among the dis-
affiliated of the former Section on Administration. However, it was a rule apparently
then as now, that applicants for the establishment of new sections must demonstrate
their ability to put on worthwhile programs and discussions, attract a sufficient
audience, and present evidence of a sufficient initial and potential future membership.
Doctors Griswold, Emerson and myself, and no doubt others, undertook to find
suitable papers, drum up attendance and pledge future members of the section.
Doctor Emerson undertook to act as unofficial secretary, dressing up the program
and wangling a spot on the Association program that would not encounter too
much competition among our potential recruits. In these he was very successful
and we had excellent attendance and discussions at each of the two special sessions
we had to hold before final approval came through at the Chicago meeting in 1928.
One paper given at the Chicago session stands out in my memory probably
because I induced its author to present it there. It was by Dr. Clifford Hervey,
one of our District State Health Officers, and it was notable as being the first
instance, so far as I am aware, of a well-defined outbreak of typhoid fever transmitted
per rectum (31). It involved the peregrinations of one and later two Harris Drip
cans among a group of surgical patients in an upstate New York hospital. It
was published in the American Puiblic Health Association Jolurnal the following
year.
Another paper describing some of the homely devices of shoeleather epidemiology
described among other things the obtaining of information in connection with a
milk-borne outbreak of typhoid (4). A large fraction of the cases occurred in
a summer boarding house which ostensibly got its milk from another source. It
involved a certain regional knowledge and a shrewd approach in questioning the
manager of the boarding house. This paper was given by Dr. F. W. Laidlaw,
another of our District State Health Officers, at the meeting in 1929. Perhaps
because it was considered too pedestrian or for other reasons at which I can
only guess, it was not approved for publication and hence lost to posterity.
Except for the details of organization, this about winds up the story of the
Epidemiology Section which started first but finished second. The Executive Board
appointed Griswold, Chairman; Godfrey, Vice-Chairman and Emerson, Secretary
(5). We were also reelected to serve in 1930, ostensibly in order to provide stability
during the first year's shakedown and to confirm the Executive Board's judgement
in appointing us.
I note in the 1951 report of the Chairman of the Executive Board of the American
Public Health Association that we had but 32 members the following September
1 (1930). I think a large share of these came from the district officers of the
New York State Health Department and the central office staffs of that Department
and that of Massachusetts. It was also heavily weighted with Fellows as distinguished
from Members.
The recruiting difficulty came in tearing loose from old affiliations with the
Laboratory and Vital Statistics Sections some who should belong. Frost was a
particularly difficult subject. He felt obligated to the Laboratory Section since he
had been affiliated with it ever since he had been a member and had served
on many of its important committees and recently as Chairman. I think Allen
Freeman had much to do with making him see that he had a higher duty.
In an aside, from Godfrey's 1952 story for the moment, it was apparently due
to his efforts that the Epidemiology Section of the American Public Health Associa-
tion was established in 1929 with an invited membership of seven fellows and one
member of the APHA. By the next year, according to Dr. Godfrey's account, this
membership had increased to 32, and from that time forward the Section has con-
tinued to flourish. By the early 1950s its membership boasted 166 APHA fellows
and 480 members, which far outnumbered the AES of that date.
With the launching of this Section of the APHA it might have seemed that Dr.
Godfrey had achieved his purpose, but the Epidemiology Section of the APHA
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has served a more technical purpose than the AES. It has been a forum for the
presentation of work done and methods developed by professional epidemiologists,
many of whom were in the service of official health agencies. There was little that
was esoteric about it. Its interests were in the collection and utilization of data
on morbidity and mortality; in the planning for epidemiological services at the state
and local level; and the selection and training of personnel for these services.
Similarly, it has fallen to the lot of this Section to prepare and revise periodically
a manual on the Control of Communicable Disease in Man, which has been kept
up as a guidebook containing the latest authoritative directions on control measures
of infectious diseases in the United States. In the latter endeavor it has had several
rivals, notably the Red Book prepared by the American Academy of Pediatrics'
Committee on Infectious Diseases.
Godfrey had expended much time and effort in his desire to aid the epidemi-
ological interests of health officers, and on his overall wish to put epidemiology
on the map in this country. It was with the APHA where his ambitions first lay.
In 1927, he at last succeeded in promoting a meeting in Baltimore and in enlisting
the support of Dr. John A. Ferrell of the Rockefeller Foundation. Dr. Ferrell seems
to have been singularly generous in promoting the cause of epidemiology. Dr. Wil-
son G. Smillie, who was one of the earliest members of the AES, recently wrote
to me, that at a meeting, held in Baltimore, "Dr. Ferrell paid our expenses" (Dr.
Smillie was on the staff of the Rockefeller Foundation at the time) (6). And, at
a subsequent meeting, "Again Dr. Ferrell met all expenses." After all this display
of enthusiasm he was disappointed in not being elected to membership in the AES,
for it was decided he was not "an epidemiologist."
In recalling this meeting some 20 years later, Dr. Ferrell said (7):
In May 1927, about 60 scientists, assembled in Baltimore to formulate plans for
the development and enlargement of epidemiological services throughout the United
States. They described the field, recommended plans for the development of epidemi-
ological services in state and local health organizations, for the collection and
utilization of morbidity data, for the study of epidemics, and for the selection
and training of personnel for these services. At that time only a few state health
departments had divisions of epidemiology which were supplying services of the
caliber recommended by the conference. A recent review of the situation shows
that the epidemiological services of these states have more than quadrupled in
extent in the years since 1927. Most of the states now have creditable divisions
of epidemiology.
At this point, and again in 1942, Dr. Ferrell was inclined to merge the two
fields of: (a) preventive medicine, and (b) epidemiology. While lauding advances
made since the turn of the century in preventive medicine, in his examination of
the status of epidemiology, he maintained that progress in this subject had been
due to an increase of financial support, which had only recently become available
for both field and bench work. According to Ferrell, epidemiology, even in 1942,
was restricted to infectious disease with one exception-the nutritional and defi-
ciency diseases.
Here we can now return to a continuation of Dr. Godfrey's account. Of his
efforts to arouse interest in the cause of epidemiology and to launch two societies
which were eventually to pursue slightly different paths. Godfrey goes on:
I return now to early 1927 when John Ferrell asked me to meet him at the
Rockefeller Foundation Headquarters which were then on downtown Broadway.
Dr. W. G. Smillie, then on the International Health Board staff, was also present
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at the meeting. Doctor Ferrell was disturbed by the low estate of communicable
disease control he found in his visits to the various state health departments. It
was his idea that a meeting of epidemiologists or those interested in the subject
might after discussion come up with a set of answers to the problems he saw
or suggestions that would raise the sights of state health officers, communicable
disease control directors and those who bore the official title of epidemiologist
in state health departments.
Generally speaking, this latter group comprised the lowest paid members of
the professional staff. Two hundred dollars a month was the going rate before
the first World War, though in some instances it was lower and in New York
State it was materially higher. Its major compensation, for those really interested,
was in the exciting fun in the job. However, it appeared that there were too
few of the latter and that communicable disease control practice was following
the traditional paths of strict "quarantines" and terminal fumigation with no intelli-
gent attempt to ascertain sources and routes of infection or the validity of current
practice. As I recall it, Doctor Ferrell hoped to obtain from this conference something
that he could take to the various states, spur state health officers and communicable
disease control directors into doing a bit of thinking, field experimental and testing
of potentially better methods.
After Doctor Ferrell outlined his objectives, the three of us proceeded to draw
up a list of those to be invited, which amounted in all to some 50 or 60 names.
The meeting was held in the middle of May 1927 at the Johns Hopkins School
of Public Health. It was stipulated that it should last 1 day only--a wise precaution.
In the absence of Doctor Chapin, who was unable to attend, I was selected to
preside. Frost was the natural selection but refused on the ground that it would
be unseemly for him to do so on his own home grounds. My only qualifications
were that I was from out of town and was amenable to suggestion.
Doctor Ferrell had outlined the agenda, stayed at my elbow throughout and
told me what to do next, after the opening preliminaries. The members were
divided into some six or eight groups each to consider and report on a different
aspect as Doctor Ferrell had outlined. The reports were to be completed before
luncheon and presented to the whole group for action in the afternoon. This was
done and if I mistake not, were ready in mimeographed form when we reassembled.
The afternoon session started auspiciously. That is there were numerous suggestions
for changes, many of which were adopted or rejected without extended debate.
However, when the matter of defining "epidemiology" was presented, disagreement
was the order of the day. The debate was prolonged and heartfelt. It was Frost,
I believe, who finally suggested that we adopt Hirsch's definition of historical and
geographical pathology as defining the subject. Since no one present could lay
claim to its authorship, this proposal prevailed.
So much time was consumed on this subject that the remainder of the program
had to be pressed to a rapid conclusion. It became the duty of the chairman
to make anyone who felt disposed to discuss any report feel like a heel. In this
atmosphere the remaining reports were adopted with little discussion, few, if any,
amendments and the meeting adjourned sine die at the appointed hour.
I return now to the Highway I started on to pursue the fork leading to the
organization of this society. Doctor Emerson invited me to have dinner with him
one evening at the Century Club in New York City to discuss the organization
of a select society devoted to the discussion of epidemiological subjects. I remember
the occasion well. It was the only time I have ever eaten in the main dining
room of that club. They had a rule which forbade talking shop there. I think
we must have been seen while making a list of those who were to be asked
to join in organizing the group because some old gentleman, no doubt a director
or member of the house committee, came over to our table and made himself
quite at home for quite a while. Our list had disappeared as he approached.
I am putting in these little details "in order" (to paraphrase Pooh-Bah slightly)
"to give verisimilitude to what might otherwise seem a bald and unconvincing
narrative."
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Prior to starting on making up the list, Doctor Emerson had given his reasons
for an independent society-distinct from the American Public Health Association
and the sort of program he envisaged. He saw the impracticality of bringing
into the Epidemiological Section some most desirable members and of insuring
cogent, critical discussion of the papers, projects and ideas that might be presented
before a potentially much larger and less select group. In the course of his discourse
he may have mentioned the Biggs' Society to which he referred in his paper read
to this Association last year. If so, it was merely as a type which has had its
analog in many places and in many fields. If so, it left no impression upon me.
Certainly, it cannot be considered as the ovum from which this society was
hatched and I think this is shown by Doctor Emerson's own account. First, only
four of the 10 members who apparently comprised the Biggs Club were invited
to join the charter group, although at least nine were available; second, the number
invited was approximately four times as large and was spread geographically from
Boston to Washington and as far west as Chicago (Jordan); third, the subjects
presented for discussion while of interest to epidemiologists were not so primarily.
It resembled the Biggs Club only in that the papers and their discussion were
in general to be informal and critical-certainly not a custom confined to the
Biggs Club. It is for those reasons that I believe Doctor Emerson's extended descrip-
tion of the origin and proceedings of the Biggs Society is irrelevant and immaterial.
I think it would be unfortunate if it stood unquestioned in the archives of this
Society as the story of its beginnings.
It is my own belief that the Society came into being because the proper season
had arrived. The soil, I think, was there and only needed planting. The meeting
held in Baltimore the preceding May had shown a lively interest in the subject
as a field needing development; the first of the special sessions at the American
Public Health Association was but a month in the future. It is to Doctor Emerson's
credit that he recognized the need and the timing and furnished the initiative
which started things on their way.
I had thought of the Epidemiological Society of London as the model to be
followed and I suggested that the name should be the Epidemiological Society
of New York. I am not sure whether this suggestion was contained in the original
letter or not.3 Other than my great admiration for the London Society, it seemed
to me that calling it the American Society was a bit ambitious-savored of the
Three Tailors of Tooley Street. At any rate, it raised a howl in Baltimore and
Washington and the American Society it became. I realize that I have given you a
highly personalized account. My excuse is that I believe this society evolved out of
a growing consciousness of epidemiology as a subject to be dealt with apart from
its several components and I have attempted to review in some measure the develop-
ment of this consciousness. I have spoken at such length about my own part in it
because that is the part that I know best and because I happened to be the only one
who took part in the preliminaries of each of the three meetings held in 1927. I think
that to some extent they were interacting but the genesis of each was distinct from
any other. I have given them as I recall them.
Edward S. Godfrey, Jr., M.D.
THE EARLIEST DAYS OF THE AES
Brief mention of some of the details of the first meetings of the AES are made
only to indicate the general atmosphere which prevailed. I shall go back to Haven
Emerson's notes for these accounts.
The second meeting was held on April 30, 1928, at the Cosmos Club in Washing-
ton. Chapin in chair, 16 present, guests-Allen Freeman, J. H. Janney, van Volken-
The original letter contains the clause, "to meet in New York to organize for this
purpose under some such name as The Epidemiological Society of New York."
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born and Reid Hunt.4 Papers by Knowlton and Hiscock: and Aycock and Doull.
There was much discussion. Election of 14 members.
The third meeting was held on October 14, 1928, at the Triangle Club (prior
to APHA meeting). Chapin presiding (17 present, including guests-Falk, Capps
and Taliaferro).'
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